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October

Jeffery Deaver
The Final Twist		

Kate Ellis
The Stone Chamber		

Twist left.

On a summer's evening, Robert and Greta Gerdner are shot dead at their
isolated home in the Devon countryside. DI Wesley Peterson suspects the
execution-style murders might be linked to Robert's past career in the
police – until Robert's name is found on a list of people who've been
sent tickets anonymously for a tour of Darkhole Grange, a former asylum
on Dartmoor.

Unique investigator Colter Shaw is searching for the answer to his father's
posthumous riddle. It will lead him to evidence that will topple the
secretive espionage company BlackBridge.

Twist right.
He believes BlackBridge to be responsible for his father's murder and
brother's disappearance. They can outmanoeuvre anyone, as the long trail
of bodies behind them can confirm.
But they haven't yet met Colter Shaw.

Don't slip up.
This time the stakes are huge – the fate of a nation is in Colter's hands.
He must find the solution to why
his father died – but to do that, he
needs to stay alive...
Colter Shaw Series
No-one in the world does this
kind of thing better than Deaver.
LEE CHILD
Gripping and ingenious tale
of greed and deception in the
American wilderness. THE TIMES

When his friend, archaeologist Neil Watson, finds the skeleton of a woman
buried in a sealed chamber dating back to the 15th century at his nearby
dig, Wesley wonders whether there might be a connection between the
mysterious stone cell and the tragic events at Darkhole Grange. With the
clock ticking, Wesley must solve the puzzle before the next person on the
list meets a terrible end...
The Wesley Peterson Series
I loved this novel...a powerful
story of loss, malice and
deception. ANN CLEEVES
Haunting. THE INDEPENDENT

Thriller 444pp

Mystery 390pp

Lisa Gardner
Before She Disappeared		

E. C. R. Lorac
Bats in the Belfry		

Frankie Elkin is an average middle-aged woman, with more regrets than
belongings, who spends her life doing what no one else will: seeking
missing people the world has stopped looking for. When the police have
given up, when the public no longer remembers, when the media has
never paid attention...Frankie starts searching.

Bruce Attleton dazzled London's literary scene with his first two novels, but
his early promise did not bear fruit. His wife Sybilla is a glittering actress,
unforgiving of Bruce's failure, and the couple lead separate lives in their
house at Regent's Park. When Bruce is called away on a sudden trip to
Paris, he vanishes completely – until his suitcase and passport are found
in a sinister artist's studio, the Belfry, in a crumbling house in Notting Hill.
Now Chief Inspector Macdonald must uncover Bruce's secrets...

A new case brings her to Mattapan, a Boston neighbourhood with a rough
reputation. She is looking for Angelique Badeau, a Haitian teenager who
vanished from her high school months earlier. Resistance from both the
Boston PD and the victim's wary family tells Frankie she's on her own. But
she will stop at nothing to discover the truth – even if it means the next
person to go missing will be her...
The first in the Frankie Elkin
Series
...a page-turning plot with all
its ends tucked in unpredictably
tight. Tense and immersive...
BOOKLIST

British Library Crime Classics
An intricate and atmospheric
'Golden Age' crime caper...a
complex tale of murder and
intrigue. NUDGE-BOOK

...intense page-turner.
THE LIBRARY JOURNA

Thriller 408pp
1

Classic Crime 264pp

Charnwood Softcover 		
Richard Osman
The Man Who Died Twice		

A.J. Pearce
Yours Cheerfully		

Elizabeth has received a letter from an old colleague, a man with whom
she has a long history. He's made a big mistake, and he needs her help.
His story involves stolen diamonds, a violent mobster, and a very real threat
to his life. As bodies start piling up, Elizabeth enlists Joyce, Ibrahim, and
Ron in the hunt for a ruthless murderer. And if they find the diamonds,
too – well, wouldn't that be a bonus? But this time they are up against an
enemy who wouldn't bat an eyelid at knocking off four septuagenarians.
Can the Thursday Murder Club find the killer (and the diamonds) before
the killer finds them?

Following the departure of the formidable Editor from Woman's Friend
magazine, things are looking up for Emmeline Lake as she takes on
the challenge of becoming a young wartime advice columnist. Her
relationship with boyfriend Charles is blossoming, while her best friend
Bunty is still reeling from the very worst of the Blitz, but bravely looking
to the future. Together, the friends are determined to Make a Go of It.
When the Ministry of Information calls on Britain's women's magazines
to help recruit desperately needed female workers to the war effort,
Emmy is thrilled to be asked to step up and help. But when she and Bunty
meet someone who shows them the very real challenges that women war
workers face, Emmy must choose between doing her duty and standing
by her friends.

Thursday Murder Club Series
LibraryReads Top Ten
Smart, compassionate, warm,
moving and so very funny...
MARIAN KEYES
Thrilling, moving, laugh-outloud funny and packed with
characters you will want to see a
lot more of.
MARK BILLINGHAM

Emmeline Lake Chronicles
...sweet, heartwarming and
uplifting... MARIAN KEYES
Full of good-spirited humour
from the quirky to the laugh
out loud, combined with
heart rending and poignant
moments... Wonderful.
DINAH JEFFERIES

Mystery 414pp

General Fiction 378pp

Cecelia Ahern
Freckles

Mary Higgins Clark
Kiss The Girls And Make Them Cry

You are the average of the five people you spend the most time with.

When investigative journalist Gina Kane receives an email from 'CRyan',
describing a terrible experience while working at high-profile television
news network REL, she knows she has to pursue the story. But when
Ryan goes silent, Gina is shocked to discover the young woman has died
tragically in a jet ski accident while on holiday. Meanwhile, REL counsel
Michael Carter finds himself in a tricky spot. Several female employees
have come forward with allegations of sexual misconduct. As more
accusations emerge, Carter's attempts to keep the story from making
headlines are matched only by Gina's determination to uncover the truth.
And when another accuser turns up dead, Gina realises someone – or
some people – will go to depraved lengths to keep the story from seeing
the light.

When a stranger utters these words to Allegra Bird, nicknamed Freckles, it
turns her highly ordered life upside down. As a parking warden, she has
left her eccentric father and unconventional childhood behind for a bold
new life in the city. But a single encounter leads her to ask the question
she's been avoiding for so long: who are the people who made her the
way she is? And who are the five people who can shape and determine
her future? Just as she once joined the freckles on her skin to mirror the
constellations in the night sky, she must now again look for connections.

A gorgeously hopeful, poignant
story that is guaranteed to make
readers weep but leave them
with a warm heart.
IRISH INDEPENDENT
Touching, full of humour...lifeaffirming. Ahern writes with
honesty and empathy. I had
a lump in my throat when I
finished reading. IRISH TIMES

General Fiction 336pp

Charnwood

October – November

[A] roller coaster ride until
the very last page. MIDWEST
BOOK REVIEW
Mary Higgins Clark has written
a timely and electrifying
thriller that will keep readers
on the edge of their seats...
BOOKREPORTER.COM

Thriller 420pp
2
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November

Ann Cleeves
The Heron’s Cry

Jim Eldridge
Murder At Madame Tussauds

North Devon is enjoying a rare hot summer with tourists flocking to its
coastline. Detective Matthew Venn is called out to a rural crime scene
at the home of a group of artists. What he finds is an elaborately staged
murder – Dr Nigel Yeo has been fatally stabbed. His daughter Eve is a
glassblower, and the murder weapon is a shard of one of her broken vases.
Dr Yeo seems an unlikely murder victim. He's a good man, a public servant,
beloved by his daughter. Matthew is unnerved, though, to find that she is a
close friend of Jonathan, his husband. Then another body is found – killed
in a similar way. And Matthew finds himself treading carefully through the
lies that fester at the heart of his community...

London, 1896. Madame Tussauds opens to find one of its nightwatchmen
decapitated and his colleague nowhere to be found. To the police,
the case seems simple: one killed the other and fled, but workers
at the museum aren't convinced. Although forbidden contact by his
superior officer, Scotland Yard detective John Feather secretly enlists 'The
Museum Detectives' Daniel Wilson and Abigail Fenton to aid the police
investigation. When the body of the missing nightwatchman is discovered
encased within a wax figure, the case suddenly becomes more complex.
With questions over rival museums, the dead men's pasts and a series of
bank raids plaguing the city, Wilson and Fenton face their most intriguing
and dangerous case yet.

Two Rivers Series
Museum Mysteries Series
Soon to be a major TV series
Readers' Reviews:
...a complex mystery full of
surprises. KIRKUS REVIEWS

Enjoyable Victorian mystery...
Atmospheric period crime
thriller...

Matthew Venn is a keeper...
stunning. DAVID BALDACCI

Mystery 402pp

Historical Mystery 330pp

Awais Khan
No Honour

William McIlvanney & Ian Rankin
The Dark Remains

In 16-year-old Abida's small Pakistani village, there are age-old rules to
live by, and her family's honour to protect. And, yet, her spirit is defiant
and she yearns to make a home with the man she loves. When the
unthinkable happens, Abida faces the same fate as other young girls who
have chosen unacceptable alliances – certain, public death. Fired by a
fierce determination and aided by her devoted father, Jamil, she escapes
to Lahore but then disappears. Jamil goes to Lahore in search of Abida – a
city where the prejudices that dominate their village take on a new and
horrifying form – and father and daughter are caught in a world from
which they may never escape.

If the truth's in the shadows, get out of the light...

A compelling and compassionate
story.
ANNA MAZZOLA

Lawyer Bobby Carter did a lot of work for the wrong type of people. Now
he's dead – and it was no accident. Besides a distraught family and a
heap of powerful friends, Carter left behind his share of enemies. So who
dealt the fatal blow?
DC Jack Laidlaw's reputation precedes him. He's not a team player, but
he's got a sixth sense for what's happening on the streets. His boss chalks
the violence up to the usual rivalries, but is it that simple? As two Glasgow
gangs go to war, Laidlaw needs to find out who got Carter before the
whole city explodes.

Jack Laidlaw Series
Fantastic – like witnessing
Scottish noir's Big Bang creation
in the company of its greatest
living exponent. LEE CHILD
A delight of a book, with
beautifully drawn characters...
CARO RAMSAY

General Fiction 336pp
3

Mystery 264pp

Charnwood Softcover 		
Jeffrey Archer
Over My Dead Body

Phillipa Ashley
A Surprise Christmas Wedding

In London, the Metropolitan Police have set up a new Unsolved Murders
Unit – a cold case squad – to catch the criminals nobody else can. Four
victims. Four cases. All killers poised to strike again.

It's been a year since Lottie's fiancé walked out, leaving her heartbroken.
But things start to look up when she lands her dream job at a beautiful
Lake District estate, with a handsome groundskeeper for a neighbour.
So when she is asked to organise a last-minute Christmas wedding at
Firholme, she can't wait to get started. Until she meets the couple, and
discovers that Connor, the man who broke her heart, is the groom-to-be!
As snow falls on the hills, can Lottie put aside her past to organise the
perfect winter wedding? And will there be any festive magic left to bring
her the perfect Christmas she deserves?

In Geneva, millionaire art collector Miles Faulkner – convicted of theft
– was pronounced dead two months ago. So why is his unscrupulous
lawyer still representing a dead client? And who is the mysterious man
his widow is planning to marry?
On board luxury cruise liner the Alden, a wealthy clientele have signed up
for the opulence and glamour of a trans-Atlantic voyage. But the battle
for power at the heart of a wealthy dynasty is about to turn to murder.
And at the heart of all three investigations lies Detective Chief Inspector
William Warwick, rising star of the
Met...
William Warwick Series
Peerless master of the page
turner. DAILY MAIL

Charnwood

December

Sparkling and festive, as
satisfying as figgy pudding and
clotted cream – loved it!
MILLY JOHNSON
Sheer joy! KATIE FFORDE

If there were a Nobel Prize for
storytelling, Archer would win.
DAILY TELEGRAPH

General Fiction 348pp

Romance 372pp

Pat Barker
The Women Of Troy

Lee Child & Andrew Child
Better Off Dead

Troy has fallen. The Greeks have won their bitter war. They can return
home as victors, loaded with their spoils: their stolen gold, stolen weapons,
stolen women. All they need is a good wind to lift their sails.

Reacher never backs down from a problem. And he's about to find a big
one, on a deserted road in Arizona, where a car has crashed into the only
tree for miles around.

But the wind does not come. The gods have been offended, and so the
victors remain in limbo, camped in the shadow of the city they destroyed,
pacing at the edge of an unobliging sea. During these empty, restless days,
the hierarchies that held them together begin to fray, old feuds resurface,
and new suspicions fester.

Minutes later, Reacher is heading into town, to introduce himself to the
shadowy crew who made it happen. Their boss has a terrifying reputation
and the stakes are high. Just to get in and meet him, Reacher is going to
have to achieve the impossible.

Amidst her squabbling captors, Briseis – now married to Alcimus, but
carrying the child of the late Achilles – must forge alliances where she
can. Though she has survived the Trojan War, peacetime may turn out to
be even more dangerous...
Sequel to The Silence Of The
Girls
Barker's latest is a wonder.
PUBLISHERS WEEKLY

Literary 330pp

To get answers will be even harder. There are people in this hostile, empty
place who would rather die than reveal their secrets.
But then, if Reacher is coming after you, you might be better off dead...
The Jack Reacher Series
The coolest continuing series
character. STEPHEN KING
Jack Reacher is today's James
Bond, a thriller hero we can't
get enough of. KEN FOLLETT

Thriller 474pp
4
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December

Michael Gilbert
Death Has Deep Roots

Rod Reynolds
Black Reed Bay			

At the Central Criminal Court, an eager crowd awaits the trial of Victoria
Lamartine, an active participant in the Resistance during the war. She is now
employed at the Family Hotel in Soho, where Major Eric Thoseby has been
found murdered. The cause of death? A stabbing reminiscent of techniques
developed by the Maquisards. While the crime was committed in England,
its roots are buried in a vividly depicted wartime France. Thoseby is believed
to have fathered Lamartine's child, and the prosecution insists that his
death is revenge for his abandonment of Lamartine and her arrest by
the Gestapo. A last-minute change in Lamartine's defence counsel grants
solicitor Nap Rumbold just eight
days to prove her innocence.

When a young woman makes a distressing call to 911 in the early hours
of the morning, running for her life from a pursuer – in a quiet, exclusive
oceanfront neighbourhood, miles from her home – everything seems to
point towards a domestic incident.

			
British Library Crime Classics
Readers' Reviews:
A well written and enjoyable
book...
...brilliant and anyone who
loves vintage British crime
should read it...

Classic Crime 294pp

Except no one has seen her since, and something doesn't sit right with the
officers at Hampstead County PD. With multiple suspects and witnesses
throwing up startling inconsistencies, and interference from the top
threatening the integrity of the investigation, Detective Sergeant Casey
Wray is thrust into an increasingly puzzling case.
And then the first body appears...
Urgent, thrilling and richly
imagined. Without doubt his
best yet... CHRIS WHITAKER
Compelling and stylish, with
devious twists and a cleverly
crafted ending. Very, very
impressive. G.J. MINNETT

Mystery 408pp

Magna

Magna Family Saga Softcover 		
Rachel Brimble
A Shop Girl’s Christmas

Dilly Court
Rag-And-Bone Christmas

Christmas sees Pennington's at its most glorious, thronged with shoppers,
its grand staircase and balcony adorned with holly, mistletoe, tinsel and
lights. It should be the happiest time, but dramas are seething beneath
the surface. For Cornelia Culford, in charge of jewellery, a divorce hearing
looms where she could lose custody of her young sons to her overbearing
and unfaithful husband. For Stephen Gower, being head of security at
Pennington's is the perfect refuge from his tragic time at Scotland Yard.
But then Joseph Carter and Elizabeth Pennington beg him to help solve the
murder of Joseph's first wife, now that it seems as if the killer has struck
again. For Joseph and Elizabeth, their marriage depends on exorcising the
past. Can it ever be laid to rest?

London, 1865. Snow is falling fast, and Sally Suggs is working tirelessly
to bring in enough money to keep bread on the table. Her father, a skilled
rag-and-bone man, has fallen ill – and now Sally has taken up his trade.
But this is a man's world, where competition is fierce, and Sally's rival
Finn Kelly always seems to be one step ahead. With no-one to protect
the Suggs family, the black-market traders of London's underbelly circle
closer. Sally needs to find help in the most unexpected places if they are to
survive...		

Pennington's Department
Store Series
Readers' Reviews:
Beautifully written and another
absolute page-turner...

Feisty female characters to
fall in love with in a spirited,
adventurous novel.
SUNDAY EXPRESS
...another page-turner that will
keep you gripped to the end.
THE PEOPLE’S FRIEND

Another brilliant read in the
Pennington Series...

396pp
5

October

444pp

October

Katie Flynn
Liverpool Daughter

Annie Groves
A Gift For The District Nurses

1940. As the Luftwaffe turns its attention to Liverpool, Shane Quinn
decides to move his family back to the safety of Ireland. But his only child,
Dana, refuses point-blank. Determined to make it on her own and defy her
father's wishes, she heads to the city, only to have the door slammed in
her face over and over again. Lonely and exhausted, she finally reaches the
last lodging house on Staple Row – where a young woman named Patty
answers the door. They quickly become firm friends, and together they join
the WAAF. So begins a journey through the hardships of war where both
girls will need this friendship more than ever. And when Dana discovers a
terrible secret about her past, she will realise just how important family is
too...		

It's 1943, and the district nurses have two fresh recruits! As the country
ramps up for D-Day, the new nurses are getting to know their patients on
their patch in London's East End. Lily is quite sure of herself, and doesn't
believe she has anything new to learn – but when she meets a man who
promises her everything, she'll find out the hard way that anyone can be
made a fool of. Ruby thinks that nursing might not be for her – is she as
hopeless as she thinks, or will tough times bring out the best in her? As
the war takes on a new urgency, everything is at stake. Can the nurses do
what is right for the country, and for themselves?		

Liverpool Sisters Series
Readers' Reviews:
I really enjoyed this book, It
ended too quick...

Magna

Magna Family Saga Softcover 		

The District Nurse Series
A stirring and heartrending
family saga...
LIVERPOOL DAILY POST

Fantastic read...
Written from the heart.
MY WEEKLY

390pp

372pp

Elaine Roberts
The Foyles Bookshop Girls At War

Betty Walker
Wartime With The Cornish Girls

Working at the Foyles bookshop was Molly Cooper's dream job. But
with the country at war, she's determined to do her bit. So she gathers
her courage and sets off for the East End – and her first day working at
Silvertown munitions factory. It's hard manual labour, and Molly must face
the trials and tribulations of being the new girl in addition to the relentless
physical work. The happy-ever-afters she read about in the pages of her
beloved books have been lost to the war. And yet the munitions girls unite
through their sense of duty, and the friendships that blossom in the most
unlikely of settings...

When Violet loses her sister in the Blitz, she must take her nieces to safety
in Cornwall. On the coast, she meets carefree chorus girl Eva, who is also
running from the dangers of London. But Porthcurno hides a secret military
base, and soon Violet and Eva realise there's a battle to fight in Cornwall,
too. Together with local Hazel, who works on the base, they must come
together to help the war effort. But will their friendship be enough to keep
them safe?

Foyles Girls Series
A fabulous uplifting tale of
friendship at the heart of
wartime. FIONA FORD
A delightful story of friendship,
love and hope during the dark
days of WW1. ELAINE EVEREST

390pp

Cornish Girls Series
A warm-hearted story – at
times I laughed and at others
I held my breath... I loved the
characters and I’m delighted it is
the first in a series.
PAM WEAVER

366pp
6
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November

Rachel Brimble
A Shop Girl At Sea

Kate Eastham
An Angel’s Work

Bath, 1912. Amelia Wakefield loves working at Pennington's, Bath's finest
department store. So when Miss Pennington sets her a task to sail on
the Titanic and study the department stores of New York, she couldn't be
more excited.

England, 1941. As nurse Jo Brooks arrives at Mill Road Hospital, a ward
takes a direct hit from a bomb. Pulling herself from the rubble, Jo's
first priority must be her patients...but she can't stop herself frantically
searching for her friend Moira. When she eventually finds her, Moira is
barely clinging to life. Jo makes a solemn vow: she will do whatever it
takes to help the Allies win the war, even if it means sacrificing her own
safety.

Frustrated with his life at home, Samuel Murphy longs for a few weeks
of freedom and adventure. Meeting Amelia on board the Titanic, Samuel
can't help wondering what painful history has made this beautiful woman
so reserved. But he already has too many responsibilities for love.
Ruby Taylor has always kept her Pennington's co-workers at a distance.
Making sure her little brother is safe has always been her priority. But
when she accepts Victoria Lark's offer of sanctuary, more than one of
Ruby's secrets is under threat of being revealed...

But when Jo makes the acquaintance of a handsome American soldier,
she feels her heart skip a beat, and all her promises are put to the test.
Because sacrificing everything is so much more difficult when suddenly you
have so very much to live for...
Goodreads Reviewers:

Pennington's Department
Store Series
Readers' Reviews:
Another fabulous book, well
deserving of 5 stars, the best
one yet!
It’s like all the others in this series
once you start it you cannot put
it down.

Loved these characters and was
hooked from the first page...
Beautifully written... A story of
love, heartbreak, friendship, and
duty...
You will not be able to put
this book down! I just kept
reading and reading... Poignant.
I recommend this book to
everyone!

336pp

312pp

Jenny Holmes
The Spitfire Girls

Elaine Roberts
Christmas At The Foyles Bookshop

Mary is a driver for the ATA, and although she yearns to fly a Spitfire,
she fears her humble background will hold her back. After all, glamorous
Angela is set to be the next 'Atta girl' on the recruitment posters; Bobbie
learned to fly in her father's private plane; and Jean was taught the
Queen's English at grammar school before joining the squad. Dedicated
and resilient, those three girls rule the skies, weathering storms and
dodging enemy fire. Mary can only dream of joining them – until she
gets the push she needs to overcome her self-doubt. Thrown together, the
girls form a tight bond as they face the perils of their job. But they soon
find that affairs of the heart can be just as dangerous as attacks from
above...		

London, 1917. After her parents died in a tragic accident, Victoria did
everything she could to keep her siblings safe and off the streets. Working
at the Foyles bookshop with her best friends is a dream come true – but
now the war has put everything she holds dear in danger.

Spitfire Girls Series

With her brother fighting on the front line, Victoria wants to do her part.
Little does she know that volunteering to spend time with injured soldiers
at Endell Street Military Hospital will reward her in ways she could never
have imagined. There are family secrets to uncover, along with love, once
lost but never forgotten.
This Christmas, all the Foyles girls want is their loved ones back safe and
sound...
The final heartwarming novel
in the Foyles Girls trilogy

Readers' Reviews:
...a thoroughly good read. More
please.

Readers' Reviews:

Laughter and heartbreak as
the girls did their duty. Another
brilliant read.

A perfect ending to a wonderful
series.

432pp
7

...another superb read.

378pp

November – December

Maggie Sullivan
The Postmistress

Joanna Toye
The Victory Girls

One ordinary street in Lancashire is getting ready for war. But who knows
what else is going on behind the net curtains? Vicky Parrot wants more out
of life than working all hours in her father's Post Office. Her dreams were
ruined when tragedy came calling, and now happiness seems impossible.
The other townsfolk have their problems too. Sylvia Barker runs the
haberdashery, and she's hiding more than a few secrets behind the bales
of wool in the shop window. Her daughter Rosie has bigger ambitions than
selling needles and cotton, but her headstrong ways are about to get her
into trouble. Life goes on for the people of Greenhill, whilst their world is
about to change forever...		

Spring 1944. As the Allied forces push closer to longed-for victory, Lily
Collins yearns to join up and do her bit. But her best friend Gladys faces
having her first baby alone, with her beloved Bill back with the Navy. And
their other great friend, Beryl, is run off her feet building her bridal-hire
business amid the bomb damage.

Our Street Series

The Shop Girls Series

Readers' Reviews:

Cheerful and uplifting…I
thoroughly enjoyed it.
KATIE FFORDE

...the perfect read for fans of
sagas set during World War II –
highly recommended!

Yet for Lily, no amount of helping with a new batch of evacuees matches
up to the lure of the ATS. And while wedding bells are ringing for others
at Marlows Department Store, where the girls met, will they be heard for
Lily and her young man Jim – or does fate have another twist in store?

Couldn't put it down, a real
page turner, the characters are
lovely, each one so interesting,
each with a story of their own...

Highly recommended – an
engrossing story with a
charmingly forthright heroine.
ANNA JACOBS

288pp

306pp

Poppy Cooper
A Post Office Christmas

Dilly Court
Winter Wedding

1915. After the recent dramatic events at the Post Office's Home Depot,
Milly Woods is looking forward to spending as much time as possible with
her best friends Beth and Nora. With Christmas fast approaching, their job
of getting millions of letters and parcels to the troops on the front line is
more important than ever. However, when Milly is moved to a different
department, she and the girls struggle to find time to spend together.
Feeling more and more lonely, Milly finds company and common ground at
her local suffragette group. But soon Milly discovers that her new friends
might not be what they seem. As she is drawn into a deadly plan that
could affect the outcome of the war, can her old friends help her get back
on track, and scupper the plan in time for Christmas?

Christmas is coming. But the happiest time of the year is marred by a cruel
twist of fate. Rosalind Blanchard's husband Piers is gravely wounded in a
shipwreck, and she finds herself head of crumbling Rockwood Castle once
more. Pregnant with his child and alone, she turns to the only man who
has ever made her heart sing – Piers' brother Alex.

Post Office Girls Series

COVER TO BE REVEALED
Readers' Reviews:

Magna

Magna Family Saga Softcover 		

However, though Alex was her old love, Piers must be her future. Until
shocking news changes everything. As the first snowflakes begin to
appear, so too does another chance of happiness for Rosalind. One that
might just include her beloved home and true love Alex by her side...

Rockwood Chronicles Series
A perfect Christmas read...

Entertaining, enlightening and
thoroughly enjoyable.
An excellent WW1 book.

390pp

COVER TO BE REVEALED

438pp
8
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Katie Flynn
Under The Mistletoe

Maggie Mason
The Halfpenny Girls At Christmas

Liverpool, 1940. When war comes to Britain, Jessica Wilson and her friend
Ruby seize the opportunity to leave behind the orphanage they grew up in
and start new lives in the NAAFI. With only forged papers as identification,
the girls expect to be turned away – but are delighted with an offer of
work. For the first time in their lives they experience real independence,
and it isn't long before they're spending their evenings enjoying the
delights of Liverpool. When Jessica meets the handsome Tom, she feels as
though her life is complete – but after a chance encounter with a friend,
she soon learns that not everything is as it seems. As Jessica begins to
uncover the truth, she unravels a web of lies, starting with the night of her
birth...		

As Christmas approaches, Alice, Edith and Marg continue to face hardships
growing up on one of the poorest streets in Blackpool. Penniless, their
friendship has helped them survive this far, but it'll take more than that to
see them through the dark days that lie ahead.

Liverpool Sisters Series

Halfpenny Girls Series

Readers' Reviews:

Will their prayers be
answered at the most
wonderful time of the year?

Just beautiful...
...you really get engrossed with
the characters and with all the
twists and turns it is hard to put
the book down.

Newly married Alice receives shocking news about her pregnancy that
threatens the future she's always dreamed of, Marg is struggling to care
for her ailing mother and ensure her little sister receives the education she
deserves, and Edith is grieving the loss of her family while preparing to
marry her sweetheart.
The Halfpenny Girls once again are faced with a struggle, but with the
festive season upon them will family, friendship and Christmas spirit see
them through?			

378pp

418pp

Michelle Rawlins
Christmas Hope For The Steel Girls

Betty Walker
Christmas With The Cornish Girls

Winter, 1939. Nancy is desperately trying to keep up her children's spirits
– and her own – as they face their first Christmas without Bert.

It's 1941, and Christmas is approaching in St Ives. Shy Lily wishes she
could hide from the war. But when her friend Eva asks if she will join her
in working at a servicemen's convalescent home, Lily can't refuse.

Young Patty should be excited to be spending the festive season with
her sweetheart Archie – but why does she worry he's keeping something
from her?

Eva came to St Ives to be near Max, the American pilot who risked his own
life to save hers. Now, though, he just keeps pushing her away.

Betty is missing her beloved William as he continues his RAF training, but
she's determined not to sit around wallowing.

Meanwhile, Rose suspects that the orphanage next door is mistreating
its charges, and Eva is the only one who can help her uncover the truth.

In the midst of the coldest winter on record, and with the introduction of
rationing, times are tougher than ever – but Betty has an idea to make
sure nobody goes without...

Can the Cornish Girls give children and servicemen alike the Christmas
they so deserve?

The Steel Girls are determined to rally round and keep hope alive this
Christmas.
Steel Girls Series
A heart-warming story perfect
for saga lovers.
NANCY REVELL

354pp
9
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Cornish Girls Series
A fascinating story, beautifully
written, with interesting
characters I really liked. A most
enjoyable read! KITTY NEALE

372pp

Isis Softcover 		
Andrea Camilleri
The Cook Of The Halcyon

Stephen Leather
The Hunting

Two deaths – the suicide of a recently fired worker, and the murder of an
unscrupulous businessman – lead Inspector Montalbano to the Halcyon, a
mysterious ship that visits Vigàta's port each day. With very few crewmen,
no passengers, and a stern large enough to land a helicopter, it piques the
Inspector’s interest straight away.

British doctor Raj Patel puts his own life on the line to treat the injured
in war-torn Syria. His medical skills help casualties survive against all the
odds. But Raj needs to rely on a completely different set of skills when he
is taken hostage in a dangerous case of mistaken identity.

In the midst of this, a rare trip to Genoa to visit Livia ends with the Vigàta
police department in disarray, and Montalbano's position as the head of
the commissariat in jeopardy...

Isis
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Billionaire big-game hunter Jon van der Sandt is driven by revenge – his
family have been killed by jihadist terrorists. He has hired former Special
Forces hard men to snatch the ISIS killers from the desert, and transport
them halfway across the world to the vast wilderness of his American
estate.
But they grab Raj by mistake. To survive, he'll have to become as ruthless
a killer as the man who is hunting him...

The Inspector Montalbano
Series
You either love Andrea Camilleri
or you haven't read him yet.
Aglow with local colour, packed
with flint-dry wit, as fresh and
clean as Mediterranean seafood
– altogether transporting. Long
live Camilleri, and long live
Montalbano. A.J. FINN

You'll find yourself getting
through this in one sitting...
THE AFTERWORD
I doubt if a more exciting and
muscular book will come along
this year.
PETERBOROUGH TELEGRAPH

Mystery 240pp

Thriller 324pp

Samantha Silva
Love And Fury

Marcia Willett
Starry, Starry Night

August, 1797. When Mary Wollstonecraft's labour begins everything
appears normal, and she anticipates being back at her usual occupations
before too long. However, after her baby girl, her second daughter, is
delivered, both mother and child will fight for survival.

Childhood friends and cousins Leo and Alice had imagined their whole
lives playing out on their beloved Devon beach. But one night, sitting
on the sand beneath the stars, Alice tells Leo a secret that must never
be shared, then packs her bag and flees. Leo is left to build his own life.
But he is left with a sense of what – or who – is missing. So decades
later, when he receives a note from Alice asking if she can come home,
he doesn't hesitate to agree. But as the stars align, Leo is left to consider
their separation and what so many years apart means for a relationship
solidified in youth and a secret which could affect the whole family.

In that time, Mary Wollstonecraft weaves the tale of her life to bind her
frail daughter close and to give herself a reason to fight, even as her own
strength wanes. She describes a life lived against the conventions and
restrictions of her time. A life that urgently demanded equality for herself
and all women. A life that tempered triumph with loss.
Conjuring the all too brief moment when the stories of influential mother
and daughter overlapped, Love And Fury is a tribute to the power of a
woman reclaiming her own narrative and passing that legacy on to her
daughter.
A thought-provoking, beautifully
written story... BUZZFEED
...thrums with beauty, pain,
sorrow, wonder, tragedy,
triumph, and life. What an
extraordinary and transformative
book this is. CLARE BEAMS

Historical Fiction 324pp

Warm and engaging.
TRISHA ASHLEY
Sweeping powers of description
transport her readers to another
time and place.
ROSANNA LEY

General Fiction 240pp
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Isis Softcover 		
Doug Johnstone
The Great Silence

Allie Morgan
The Librarian

Keeping on top of the family funeral directors' and private-investigation
businesses is no easy task for the Skelf women, and when matriarch
Dorothy discovers a human foot while walking the dog, a perplexing
case presents itself... Daughter Jenny and granddaughter Hannah have
their hands full too: The mysterious circumstances of a dying woman
lead them into an unexpected family drama, Hannah's new astrophysicist
colleague claims he's receiving messages from outer space, and the Skelfs'
teenaged lodger has yet another devastating experience. Nothing is clear
as the women are immersed ever deeper in their most challenging cases
yet. When the daughter of Jenny's violent and fugitive ex-husband goes
missing without trace, real danger presents itself, and all three Skelfs are
in peril.

I'm a librarian. I serve the regulars, the crime enthusiasts, the bookworms,
the homeless, the eccentrics, the jobless, the teenagers, the toddlers, the
aged. I know my community well. The library is a sanctuary for some, a
place for warmth for others and, on many occasions, an internet cafe. It's
not always the books that bring us together. That's why you might be
surprised to hear that I've been a witness to an attempted murder, a target
for a drugs gang and the last hope for people in desperate poverty. The
quirks of library life. But what I didn't expect was for a simple part-time
job to become a passionate battle for survival, both for me and for the
library.

Skelfs Series

The library saved her. Now
she wants to save the library

I love the Skelfs.
VAL MCDERMID

Readers' Reviews:

This enjoyable mystery is also
a touching and often funny
portrayal of grief, as the three
tough but tender main characters
pick up the pieces and carry on:
more, please.
THE GUARDIAN

I couldn't put the book down.
This is a delightful book. A real
eye opener and a must read.

Mystery 372pp

N/F: General 324pp

Kate Saunders
The Case Of The Wandering Scholar

Jack Sheffield
Back To School

It is 1851 and Mrs Rodd has received an unusual commission: wealthy
businessman Jacob Welland is dying of consumption, and implores her to
find his beloved brother, whom he has not seen for fifteen years.

The year is 1969, and Jack Sheffield is a young teacher in need of a job. In
a room full of twenty-nine other newly qualified teachers, he's overjoyed
when he's appointed to Heather View Primary. Jack is excited to start
his first year there and to begin shaping young minds in a beautiful new
location on the edge of the Yorkshire Dales.

Joshua Welland was an Oxford scholar: brilliant, eccentric, and desperately
poor. Nobody can say exactly when he disappeared from his college, but
he had taken to wandering the countryside, and one day simply failed to
return. Since then, there have been several sightings of his lonely, ragged
figure. Ten years ago, a friend spotted him in a gypsy camp, where it was
rumoured he was learning great secrets that would one day astound the
world. And whilst her old friend Inspector Blackbeard doesn't want to
hear any nonsense about gypsies or secrets, Mrs Rodd is convinced that
something very sinister is lurking in this peaceful landscape. .
The Laetitia Rodd Series
A witty, genteel tale of secrets,
lies and hidden gold... Enormous
fun. THE TIMES
...a perfect novel for a summer
afternoon. THE GUARDIAN

Historical Mystery 372pp
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But Heather View isn't as idyllic as it first sounds. In fact, it looks more like
a prison than a primary school. With less-than-adequate funding, and a
head teacher who doesn't seem to care, it's no easy task to give the kids
the education they deserve. But Jack's determined to do just that...

The Jack Sheffield Series
Wry observation and
heartwarming humour in
equal measure.
ALAN TITCHMARSH
Overflowing with amusing
anecdotes. DAILY EXPRESS

General Fiction 348pp

Isis Softcover 		
Stacey Halls
Mrs England

Alexander McCall Smith
The Talented Mr. Varg

West Yorkshire, 1904. When newly graduated nurse Ruby May takes a
position looking after the children of Charles and Lilian England, a wealthy
couple from a powerful dynasty of mill owners, she hopes it will be the
fresh start she needs. But as she adapts to life at the isolated Hardcastle
House, it becomes clear there's something not quite right about the
beautiful, mysterious Mrs England.

Spring is coming slowly to Sweden – though not quite as slowly as
Detective Ulf Varg’s promised promotion at the Department of Sensitive
Crimes. For Varg, referred by his psychoanalyst to group therapy at
Malmö’s Wholeness Centre, life now seems mostly a circle of selfexamination: something which may or may not be useful when it comes
to the nature of his profession, and the particularly sensitive cases that
have recently come to light.

Distant and withdrawn, Lilian shows little interest in her children or
charming husband, and is far from the 'angel of the house' Ruby was
expecting. As the warm, vivacious Charles welcomes Ruby into the family,
a series of strange events forces her to question everything she thought
she knew. Ostracised by the servants and feeling increasingly uneasy,
Ruby must face her demons in order to prevent history from repeating
itself.

Isis
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One of his new investigations involves fellow detective Anna Bengsdotter;
it will require every ounce of self-discipline he has in order to remain
professional. The other, more curious case is centred around internationally
successful novelist Nils Personn-Cederström. According to his girlfriend,
Cederström is being blackmailed – but by whom, and for what reason?
The Varg Series

Highly atmospheric and tense.
RICHARD OSMAN
Mesmerising, entrancing, a
spellbinding novel of emotion
and mystery... Gripping to the
very last page. KATE WILLIAM

Reading the novel feels like a
form of meditation... There is
much to enjoy. SCOTSMAN

Historical Fiction 354pp

Mystery 270pp

Rebecca Tope
A Cotswold Christmas Mystery

Anne Youngson
Three Women And A Boat

It's Christmas, and things are looking good at the Slocombe house. Thea's
daughter Jessica has come to stay, much to her stepdaughter Stephanie's
delight. But then things take a turn for the worse. A local family, the
Frowses, find themselves increasingly harassed by an aggressive landlord.
When Beverley Frowse goes missing, Thea and Stephanie both feel they
should do their best to help her husband and son solve the mystery.

Meet Eve, who has departed her thirty-year career to become a Free Spirit;
Sally, who has waved goodbye to her indifferent husband and two grownup children; and Anastasia: defiantly independent narrowboat-dweller,
suddenly vulnerable as she awaits a life-saving operation.

Then Christmas Day arrives. There are presents, a turkey, and general
goodwill, despite Thea's suppressed hankering to be involved in events at
the Frowses' house – where a dead man has been discovered...

Inexperienced and ill-equipped, Sally and Eve embark upon a journey
through the canals of England, guided by the remote and unsympathetic
Anastasia. As they glide gently – and not so gently – through the
countryside, the eccentricities and challenges of canalboat life draw
them inexorably together, and a tender and unforgettable story
unfolds.

The Thea Osborne Series
Readers' Reviews:

A BBC Radio 2 Book Club Pick

Great story...

A gentle meander down
England's waterways with
bittersweet charm.
MAIL ON SUNDAY

I have read the whole series love
them...

A tender story of friendship
amidst the challenges and glory
of canal-boat life.
WOMAN'S WEEKLY

Mystery 300pp

General Fiction 336pp
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Aurora Softcover 		
Rhonda Forrest
Time Will Tell

Kate Forsyth & Belinda Murrell
Searching For Charlotte

When Jess discovered love with Daniel in the tiny outback town of Gowrie,
her previous troubled life was cast aside. However, differences in their
backgrounds, her doubts about real love, and the urge to return and
support her twin brother Johnno forced her to make a decision to leave.
A new home in the small community of Tamborine Mountain provides an
opportunity to contemplate how she really feels and what is important.
Johnno lives nearby, and new friends and a romantic encounter give her
a fresh start – but is this what she really wants? And if it isn't, will Daniel
welcome her back with open arms? Will the decision be taken out of Jess's
hands, pushing her further away – or will her heart lead her to where she
can find true happiness?

The Fascinating Story Of Australia's First Children's
Author

Sequel to Two Heartbeats
Rhonda writes with such emotion
and compassion that it oozes
from the pages, very raw and
honest. This wonderful Aussie
writer knows how to pull her
reader into the plot and bring all
the feeling bubbling to the top!
HAPPY VALLEY BOOKS READ

In 1841, Australia's first children's book was published, the anonymous
writer known only as 'a lady long resident in New South Wales'. The
identity of the author was one of the most puzzling literary mysteries until
1981, when she was finally given a name: Charlotte Waring Atkinson.
Today, her great-great-great-great-granddaughters Kate Forsyth and
Belinda Murrell are also celebrated authors. They grew up on stories about
Charlotte's life of love, grief, and violence – and her struggle to assert an
independent spirit. Not only a bestselling author, she was also an early
Australian artist, and a pioneer in the fight for women's legal rights.
In Searching For Charlotte, Kate and Belinda embark on a voyage of
discovery that investigates family
history, writing, motherhood, what
changes and what stays the same.
It is a journey that will transform
everything they thought they knew
about their family...
This is a delightful book...get
your hands on a copy! I promise
you will not be disappointed.
DENISE NEWTON

Rural Romance 306pp

N/F: Biography 252pp

Katie McMahon
The Mistake

Tammy Robinson
Back To You

Two sisters. One mistake. A thousand consequences.

When Finn and Zoe meet, they fall in love hard and fast. But Finn is about
to go travelling, fulfilling a promise to his late sister to raise money in
support of her illness. It's terrible timing, but Zoe knows their feelings are
strong enough to stand the test of time.

Kate and Bec are sisters, but they could not be less alike.
Bec lives the perfect life: perfect house, perfect husband, perfect children.
That is, until she meets Ryan – ten years her junior, wild and exciting, his
arrival makes her question everything.
Her sister Kate's life is anything but perfect. Her modelling career ended
suddenly over a decade ago; and since then she's lived a lonely existence.
But when she meets tall, kind, funny Adam, things start to look up. Yet
something doesn't quite add up, and as he avoids Kate's questions, she
begins to wonder if he really is too good to be true...
But as tensions mount and secrets are revealed, which sister is about to
make the wrong choice? And what
if some mistakes just can't be put
right?
I absolutely loved this novel:
fresh, funny and heartfelt. I
didn't want it to end!
LIANE MORIARTY
I was turning the pages well into
the night. I loved it.
SARAH J. NAUGHTON

Mystery 426pp
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While Finn is away, however, Zoe suffers a life-changing injury. And it
leaves her wondering whether Finn could possibly still love her when he
comes home...
So she cuts all ties and disappears from Finn's life, without telling him
why. And now Finn has to decide how hard he's willing to fight for the girl
whose heart he's carried with him, while Zoe has to decide if she's got the
strength to find her way back to the girl she once was.
Heart-wrenchingly romantic, this
book will leave you wanting to
hold your loved ones just that
little bit closer.
EMMA COOPER
A deeply emotional story that
will remind you that life is a gift,
and it's never too late for love.
KELLY RIMMER

General Fiction 342pp

Aurora Softcover 		
AnneMarie Brear
A Distant Horizon

Paul Cleave
The Quiet People			

Ireland, 1851. After enduring years of the devastating potato famine, Ellen
Kittrick is a survivor. To put food on the table, and to stop the landowner's
agent from tearing down their cottage due to unpaid rent, Ellen defies
her family and works at an Englishman's manor. But with an unemployed
husband, and a secretive brother-in-law wanting her for his own, she must
face every challenge with new strength.

Cameron and Lisa Murdoch are successful crime writers. They have been
on the promotional circuit, joking that no one knows how to get away
with murder as well as they do. After all, they write about it for a living.

With aid coming from the unlikely source of Englishman Rafe Hamilton,
Ellen leaves Ireland with what is left of her family to start again in a new
country. But will the colony give her the security and happiness she longs
for, especially when she has left her heart behind? Can Ellen thrive in a
strange land – or has she made the greatest mistake of her life?
Distant Series		
Readers' Reviews:
Excellent read...
I devoured this book in one
sitting, the heartbreak and
love, determination and family
shone through, I loved every
minute, very excited for the next
adventure.

So when their seven-year-old son Zach goes missing, naturally the police
and the public wonder if they have finally decided to prove what they have
been saying all this time. Are they trying to show how they can commit the
perfect crime?

...wildly entertaining and will
keep you guessing right to the
end. NEW ZEALAND HERALD
...has to be the best crime
novel I’ve read in years – and
I’ve read many. The characters
are well-drawn, and the
plotline is superbly crafted.
NZBOOKLOVERS.CO.NZ

Saga 330pp

Mystery 450pp

Heather Morris
Three Sisters

Dianne O'Brien with Sue Williams
Daughter Of The River Country

When they are little girls, Cibi, Magda and Livia make a promise to their
father – that they will stay together, no matter what. Years later, Livia is
ordered to Auschwitz by the Nazis. Cibi remembers their promise and
follows Livia there, determined she will either protect her sister or die
with her. Magda escapes capture for a time, but eventually she too is
transported to the death camp.

Born in rural New South Wales in the 1940s, baby Dianne is immediately
taken from her Indigenous parents and adopted by an Irish couple. Raised
in the era of the 'White Australia' policy and widespread racism, she grows
up believing Val is her birth mother. Val promises Dianne that when she
turns fifteen, she will tell her a story. Then, just months before Dianne's
fifteenth birthday, Val dies. Abandoned by her stepfather, Dianne goes on
to endure years of horrific violence at the hands of different partners, drug
and alcohol addiction, and cruel betrayal by those closest to her.

Reunited, the three sisters make another promise: that they will live...
Their fight for survival takes them from the hell of Auschwitz, on a death
march across war-torn Europe, and eventually home to Slovakia, now
under iron Communist rule. Determined to begin again, they embark on
a voyage of renewal – this time, to the new Jewish homeland of Israel...
The breath-taking conclusion
to The Tattooist Of Auschwitz
trilogy

Aurora

November

But, miraculously, her fighting spirit is not extinguished. And when, at the
age of twenty-nine, Dianne learns the truth of her Aboriginal heritage, she
finds her place in the world...

A compelling memoir about the
power of love and staying the
course. LINDA BURNEY

Rich in vivid detail, and
beautifully told, Three Sisters
will break your heart, but leave
you amazed and uplifted by
the courage and fierce love of
three sisters, whose promise
to each other kept them alive.
GOODREADS

Historical Fiction 450pp

N/F: Memoir 264pp
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Aurora Softcover 		
B.M. Carroll
You Had It Coming

		

When paramedic Megan Lowe is called to the scene of an attempted
murder, all she can do is try to save the victim. But as the man is lifted onto
a stretcher, she realises she knows him. She despises him. Why should she
save his life when he destroyed hers?
Jess Foster is on her way home when she receives a text from Megan. Once
best friends, the two women haven't been close for years, not since the
night when they were just the teenage girls whom no-one believed; whose
reputations were ruined. All Jess can think is, you had it coming.
Now Megan and Jess are at the centre of a murder investigation. But what
secrets are they hiding? Can they trust one another? And who really is the
victim?
A seriously intelligent, twisty
and frightening thriller that's
seriously well written and very,
very clever. A.J. PARK
I absolutely loved it! Such a
gripping and twisty plot, I had
no idea what was going to
happen and who the killer was.
SOPHIE FLYNN

December
Lisa Darcy
Lily’s Little Flower Shop
When Lily misses out on a well-deserved promotion the day her boyfriend
is offered a job overseas, she faces a choice: should she embrace an expat
life, or realise her childhood dream of becoming a florist? Deciding to
follow her heart, she moves to the coast to start again. But fitting into
the tight-knit community there proves harder than she had expected. As
she navigates new friendships, financial worries and the pull of returning
to her city life, she learns how flowers can bring her the happiness she's
been looking for. And when romance appears on the horizon, Lily realises
she can't commit until she reconciles her mistakes. Can she overcome her
past and learn the true meaning of love?

Readers' Reviews:
...a joy to read, I could not put it
down, lovely storyline, brilliant.
All the ups and downs of
romance. Laughter and sadness
but a great book to read. You
won't be disappointed.

Mystery 372pp

Romance 378pp

Claire Dunn
Rewilding The Urban Soul

Peter Papathanasiou
The Stoning

Searching For The Wild In The City

In Cobb, a small town in the Australian outback, the local schoolteacher
is found stoned to death.

Once upon a time, a burnt-out Claire Dunn spent a year living off the grid
in a wilderness survival program. Yet love and the possibilities of human
connection drew her back to the city, where she soon found herself as
overscheduled, addicted to her phone, and lost in IKEA as everyone
else. Given all the city offered – comfort, convenience, community, and
opportunity – she wanted to stay. But to do so, she'd have to learn how
to rewild her own urban soul.
Now, Claire swims in city rivers, forages in the suburbs, and explores many
other practices to connect to the world around her. Rewilding The Urban
Soul is a field guide to being at one with nature – wherever you are.

...this beautifully written book...
will stir people’s souls, for sure.
MIRIAM LANCEWOOD

On the town's northern outskirts, the large new immigration detention
centre is viewed by the locals with suspicion. Tensions are high: between
whites and Aboriginals, between immigrants at the refugee detention
centre and the townies.
Still mourning the recent death of his father, Detective Sergeant Giorgios
'George' Manolis returns to his childhood hometown to investigate. He
soon realises that the place where he grew up has changed. Cobb once
thrived, but is now poor and derelict. As Manolis negotiates the simmering
anger of a community destroyed by alcohol and drugs, the ghosts of his
past flicker to life.
Outback noir with the noir
dialled right up. I loved it.
CHRIS HAMMER
...a gritty, menacing novel with
a terrific sense of place. A highly
relevant examination of prejudice
and racism in an outback town.
Detective Sergeant George
Manolis is a great new addition
to the Australian crime scene.
EMMA VISKIC

N/F: General 372pp
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Victoria Cornwall
A Daughter's
Christmas Wish

Emma Davies
Merry Mistletoe

Alice Elliott
Upstairs, Downstairs

Appleyard Farm Series

328pp

240pp

208pp

Denise Robins
When A Woman
Loves

Linford Romance

Linford Romance Softcover 		

224pp

November

Debbie Chase
Puppy Love
304pp

Kirsty Ferry
Christmas On The Isle
Of Skye

Anne Stenhouse
A Debt For Rosalie
312pp

Berni Stevens
One Magical
Christmas
280pp

240pp

December

Angela Britnell
Feeling Festive
256pp

Francesca Capaldi
Desperately Seeking
Doreen

Jackie Ladbury
Happy Christmas Eve

Ken Preston
The Lost City

304pp

320pp

248pp
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Linford Western Softcover 		
October

Max Brand
The House Of Gold

Fred Grove
Match Race

Bradford Scott
Death's Tally

William Vance
Law And Outlaw

536pp

464pp

272pp

336pp

William Colt
MacDonald
Bad Man's Return

D.B. Newton
Rainbow Rider

Clay Randall
Six-Gun Boss

352pp

320pp

William Colt
MacDonald
Destination Danger

Bradford Scott
Showdown At Skull
Canyon

432pp

288pp

November

E.E. Halleran
High Iron
344pp

472pp

December

Clem Colt
Trigger Talk

William Heuman
Captain McRae

272pp

328pp
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Forthcoming titles for 2022
Charnwood
1979
by Val McDermid
A Narrow Door
by Joanne Harris
The New Kingdom
by Wilbur Smith

Magna
An Orphan’s Journey
by Rosie Goodwin
A Mother Forever
by Elaine Everest
When The World Stood Still
by Kate Eastham

Isis
The Man With The Silver Saab
by Alexander McCall Smith
Beautiful World Where Are You
by Sally Rooney
Exit
by Belinda Bauer

Aurora
The River Mouth
by Karen Herbert
Thursdays At Orange
Blossom House
by Sophie Green
Home Sweet Home
by Mandy Magro
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